If you enjoy golf, you should come to Madrid and play all Madrid Golf Courses! There are 34 world renowned golf courses in the Region and it’s the only European city with top notch Madrid golf courses near the city center. In a ratio of 15 to 50 km, you can find 18 courses designed by legends such as Severiano Ballesteros, Jack Nicklaus, Van Hagge, Olazabal among others. One of the main assets of Madrid Golf, is the amazing climate with an average of 2,769 hours of sun per year which makes it possible to play golf throughout the season.

Madrid is nowadays one of the most demanded places by travelers of the whole world. Its climate, its landscape and its environment make it a perfect place for leisure 24 hours a day. Thanks to a rich and varied offer in all artistic fields, in sports as football, nightlife, shows or gastronomy make it one of the most attractive European cities for tourism.

Golf Packages available including transfer, golf courses, hotels, sport tickets, etc.
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Madrid

Order Distance from Madrid City:

- 13 courses within a radius of 15-35 minutes

  1 - Centro Nacional
  2 - Olivar de la Hinojosa
  3 - Golf La Moraleja 1 & 2
  4 - Golf Santander
  5 - Golf La Moraleja 3 & 4
  6 - La Hípica
  7 - Lomas Bosque
  8 - Retamares Golf
  9 - El Encin Golf

- 2 courses within a radius of 40-50 minutes

  10 - Golf La Dehesa
  11 - Golf La Herrería
MADRID GOLF COURSES

Madrid

CENTRO NACIONAL DE GOLF ★
Urban and public 18 hole golf course reachable by underground or bus. Links style course in Madrid City. Opened in 2005, has been host to the Madrid Masters 2009, Spanish Open 2007 and 2018,

www.centrorfeg.gbm

Rate Mo-Su 70€ / 18 holes

OLIVAR DE LA HINOJOSA
18 holes public course close to IFEMA and the airport.
The facilities comprise a 6,300 metre 18 hole par 72 course, a 1,386 metre 9 hole par 29 course, and a driving range with 44 tees.

www.olivar.gbm

Rate Mo-Su 45€ - 58€ / 18 holes

GOLF LA MORALEJA
4 VIP Golf Members Courses 18 holes designed by Jack Nicklaus. Golf La Moraleja has hosted several major professional golf competitions at international level. Members Only welcome to international golfers.

www.moraleja.gbm

Rate Mo-Fr 150€ - 230€ / 72 holes

GOLF SANTANDER ★
The course, 18 holes par 72, was designed by Rees Jones in collaboration with Seve Ballesteros. The Course is actually in the 8th position as the best golf course in Spain by Golf Digest.

www.santander.gbm

Rate Mo-Su 115€ - 146€ / 18 holes

* Buggy or Trolley included

REAL SOCIEDAD HIPICA
This Members Only includes two 18 holes golf courses, Norte and Sur, designed by Robert von Hagge. The North course, opened in 1997 hosted the Madrid Masters 2007 and 2010.

www.hipica.gbm

Rate Mo-Fr 100€ / 36 holes
LOMAS BOSQUE
18 holes course located in the North of Madrid. The course has been host to important tournaments like three editions of the Madrid Ladies Masters and Challenge Tour events.
www.lomas.gbm
Rate Mo-Fr 100€ / 18 holes

GOLF RETAMARES
18 holes course located in the North of Madrid. The course has been host to important tournaments like three editions of the Madrid Ladies Masters and Challenge Tour events.
www.retamares.gbm
Rate Mo-Su 90€ - 140€ / 18 holes
* Buggy or Trolley included

GOLF LA DEHESA
It is an 18 hole, par 72 and 6037 meters from the yellow bar travel. Its design is the prestigious professional golfer Manuel Piñero.
www.dehesa.gbm
Rate Mo-Su 70€ - 98€ / 18 holes

GOLF LA HERRERIA
Real Club de Golf La Herreria was established in 1966. It is unusual to enjoy golf in such a historical and privileged environment. The 18 holes golf course, 6,091 meters long, runs through an oak forest.
www.herreria.gbm
Rate Mo-Fr 90€ 140€ / 18 holes
* Buggy or Trolley included
CENTRO NACIONAL DE LA RFEG ★
Madrid

Centro Nacional de Golf Madrid is the sede of The Royal Spanish Golf Federation’s is located within the city limits of Madrid and has a perfect location, 10 minutes driving from the business area of Madrid City Center and easy access. Opened in 2005, has been host to the Madrid Masters 2009, Spanish Open 2007, Challenge of Spain 2006, and the Spanish Open 2018.

Centro Nacional de Golf Madrid offers a new scenario to the World of Golf Industry: a long and surprising course (6622 meters – 7244 yards) with the feeling of playing a links golf course in Madrid, due not only to the aesthetics of the field but also to the gentle breezes which are determining factor in the game.

The practice facilities of Centro Nacional de Golf have been recently remodeled incorporating a pitch & putt and the Center of Excellence, built with the idea of pampering full attention to the Spanish best players (professionals and amateurs).
GOLF SANTANDER ★
Madrid

Golf Santander is a 18 holes golf course, located really closed from many courses in the Region of Madrid, and only 20 minutes from the centre of Madrid. The Golf Santander golf course is blended seamlessly into the rolling natural terrain surrounding Banco Santander’s new headquarters facility in Boadilla, Spain, a suburb of Madrid. One year after opening, Golf Santander was ranked by Golf Digest as one of the three best courses in Spain.

The course, par 72, was designed by the renowned U.S. architect Mr. Rees Jones in collaboration with Seve Ballesteros. From the black tees, the 7,498 yards of Golf Santander make it the longest golf course in Spain and one of the longest in Europe, extremely demanding and an excellent test for even the best professionals. The right balance between the skill of the player and the difficulty of the course is achieved by including numerous tee-off platforms (up to 8 per hole), where the six tees are located (score card).
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Location
Madrid, Spain
Madrid City Center to:....
Centro Nacional Golf (15 minutes)
Golf Santander (20 minutes)
Golf La Moraleja (20 minutes)
Lomas Bosque (30 minutes)
Real Sociedad Hipica (30 minutes)
Golf Retamares (40 minutes)
Golf La Herreria (50 minutes)

Information
Golf Booking Madrid
Golf&Hotel Packages A La Carta
Golf Reservations
Transfer
Golf Rentals
Sport Tickets
Golf Groups

Contact
Sales&Marketing Director:
Monica Diaz Vecino
Ph +34 672 225 794
info@globalhemisphere.com

Golf Booking Madrid
Ronda Bouganvilla del Rey 131, 28023 Madrid
Madrid, Spain
Ph +34 672 225 794
info@golfbookingmadrid.com
www.golfbookingmadrid.com

Rates & Packages

3 Nights BB & 2 Greenfees
Madrid Hotels from 240€ per person / stay

4 Nights BB & 3 Greenfees
Madrid Hotels from 390€ per person / stay

Golf Packages
2 courses from 180€ per person
3 courses from 270€ per person
4 courses from 350€ per person

Further information:
Contact: info@globalhemisphere.com
Ph +34 672 225 794